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Natural Language Interfaces to Visualization

Help people express what they want to accomplish?

Help remove the need for complicated controls and widgets?

Make interaction more fluid and natural?
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Unnamed Cox et al Intl Jrnl Speech Technology '01

Articulate Sun et al Intl Symp Smart Graphics '10

DataTone Gao et al UIST '15

Eviza Setlur et al UIST '16

Articulate2 Kumar et al Meeting of SIG on Discourse & Dialog '16

Natural Language Interfaces to Visualization

Existing work:
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Goals:
1. Characterize what people can (and will) say to a visualization system
2. Situate the five existing research projects in that context

Methodology
1. Take example utterances from existing project papers
2. Consider existing visualization task taxonomies
3. Employ an affinity diagramming approach

Our Analytical Study
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Descriptive Task/Utterance Framework

Visualization-related

Data-related

System control-related

Generating Visualizations

Visualization-specific interactions

Formatting visualizations

High-level questions

Low-level tasks
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Visualization-related
Add a visualization or modify an existing one

Generating Visualizations

Visualization-specific interactions

Formatting visualizations
Change coloring of European countries to blue.
Show a y-axis label.

Sort by average unemployment.
Select the largest bar in the histogram.
Show only eastern Europe.
Zoom in to Spain.

Add a scatterplot of unemployment versus GDP.
Show me medals for hockey and skating by country.
Display a map of crimes in the northern half of the city.
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Data-related
Asking a question about the data being visualized

High-level questions

Low-level analytical operations
What is the range of MPG?
Which country had the most outbreaks?
How many transactions occurred before 9am?

Is there a seasonal trend for bike usage?
What is the best time to produce decaffeinated coffee?
Which of these stocks should I buy?
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System control-related
Controlling the operations of the system and user interface

Move this window to the top right corner.
Can you close the line graph for me?
Help, what can I ask now?
Go back a step.
What other chart can I look at?
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Challenges in NLIs for Visualization

Input ambiguity

"Show if expensive cars have a higher mileage"
"Show medals for hockey and skating by country"

Output uncertainty

Deciding which visualizations to show or change
What to do when proper reaction is not clear

among others…
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Research Opportunities

1. Multimodal interaction in Post-WIMP settings

Can combining NLI with touch and gesture provide an even better experience?
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Research Opportunities

2. Proactive system behavior

Ranging from the use of context and past queries to influence system behavior
all the way up to intelligent virtual assistants 

It looks like you 
need a 

treemap!
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Research Opportunities

3. Mixed-initiative interaction

What can a system provide to allow users to correct and personalize its behavior,
and how can it learn from user reactions and interactions?
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Research Opportunities

4. Instruction and feedback

How does the system let the user know what is possible and how does
it provide helpful feedback about why something happened or what
went wrong?

Eviza auto-complete
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Research Opportunities

5. Studying the nature of interaction

Understanding how people ask questions may assist NLI design,
parsing techniques, architectural & algorithmic decisions, and 
multimodal integration
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System Analyses

(Details in paper)
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Conclusion

Natural language interfaces to visualization an exciting new area

Relatively little existing work

Challenges
Ambiguity

Multimodal integration
System capability and feedback
…

Many future research opportunities
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